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As a Microsoft Gold Cloud Productivity and Platform Partner, Sirius
helps companies manage, migrate and secure their Microsoft® Azure®
environments with a proven methodology that leverages industry best
practices to achieve their desired business outcomes. Together, Sirius and
Microsoft provide clients a full-service life cycle of cloud offerings.

THE SIRIUS CLOUD ADVANTAGE
Sirius is dedicated to helping clients successfully navigate their cloud and digital
transformation journey with innovative offerings that leverage industry-leading tools
from strategic vendors that make businesses more successful and agile. Our team
of cloud experts go beyond the technology, also analyzing financial and operational
impacts to set you up for success. Microsoft’s Azure cloud computing platform
provides services that allow for everything from running existing applications on virtual
machines and exploring new software models, to managing physical assets so you can
focus less on infrastructure and more on business operations. Azure’s products and
services span the cloud, are interoperable and open-source, and can be utilized at any
scale to bring speed, flexibility and simplicity to your cloud strategy.

WHY SIRIUS
With a dedicated Microsoft Azure team of certified cloud
consultants and technologists, Sirius applies engaging, practical
and proven methodologies to ensure that organizations
achieve their cloud goals. Having deployed thousands of Azure
workloads, we know how to help our clients get the most out
of their Azure investments and improve the way companies
securely develop and deliver Azure services.

Sirius Microsoft Competencies:
• Gold Partner Program
• Gold Cloud Productivity
• Silver Portals and Collaboration
• Microsoft Advance Specialization
in Azure SQL

SIRIUS AND MICROSOFT AZURE CLOUD SERVICES
Azure Landing Zone: A configured environment with a
standard set of secured cloud infrastructure, policies, best
practices, guidelines and centrally managed services that
enable application migrations and greenfield development at
an enterprise scale in Azure.
Storage Assessment: With a proven methodology leveraging
industry best practices, Sirius helps companies utilize
the cloud for their data storage. Our Microsoft Storage
Assessment helps clients understand their storage capacity
and utilization to determine if Azure is the right choice to help
achieve their desired business outcomes.
End-User Computing (EUC): Whether your end-users rely
on desktops, laptops, thin clients, tablets or smartphones,
making sure they have access to the tools and data they need
to do their jobs is critical. Sirius can help with every aspect of
your VDI strategy, including assessment and design services,
proofs of concept and implementation.
Azure Cloud Disaster Recovery and Backup: Companies are
faced with ongoing challenges when it comes to data backup
and recovery. Whether their data is growing faster than they
can keep up with it, they’re looking to utilize the cloud for
data storage, or operational costs are just too overwhelming,
Sirius can help them determine the right data protection
strategy. We assess your data capacity and utilization to
identify potential risks, exposures and single point of failure.
Inscape Anomaly: Our business application helps you
optimize your cloud by monitoring your Azure spend and
providing alerts associated with cost anomalies before they
hurt your pocket.
Azure GlidePath: Using a proven, time-tested methodology
with over hundreds of successful migration projects, our
Azure GlidePath services deliver Azure Readiness via a premigration assessment, Migration, and Governance services
that are customized for your business.

Azure Architecture Assessment: Delivers definitive, clear
and actionable recommendations aligned with your targeted
business imperatives to ensure the next steps of your
cloud journey are successfully accomplished. We conduct
a thorough environment analysis by collecting data and
metrics, conducting team interviews, defining workloads, and
examining specific business challenges and requirements.
Azure Security Assessment: Provides security posture
management and threat protection review for your hybrid
cloud workloads.
Azure Cloud Readiness Assessment, Migration and
Managed Services: Our team of cloud certified experts
recognizes an enterprise’s specific business environment,
identifies data and applications that can benefit most by
moving to the cloud, and builds a robust migration roadmap.
From planning to execution and management, we work with
you every step of the way to ensure a successful and efficient
migration journey.
Data and Advanced Analytics: With Microsoft data and
advanced analytics solutions, companies can deliver better
experiences and make better decisions by analyzing massive
amounts of data in real time. Sirius provides data and
advanced analytics solutions across all deployment models,
and full consultation services.
Artificial Intelligence (AI), Machine Learning and Chatbots:
We help clients define and design the right Microsoft AI
and ML solutions to best fit the needs of the business and
improve workflow automation, prognosticate outcomes
and provide advice. Bots, or conversational interfaces,
help improve efficiency by eliminating manual processes
that result in higher effort and cost, extend to new lines of
business, and improve responsiveness, while shortening
time-to-market.

For more information, please contact your Sirius client executive,
visit siriuscom.com, or call 800-460-1237.
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